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**Highlights**

- Webinar overview conducted 7/26/18, the presentation was posted to the Data Hub RFP site at: [http://itsc.org/Pages/datahubrfp.aspx](http://itsc.org/Pages/datahubrfp.aspx)
- NASWA would like to emphasize that the Data Hub has already a substantial technology foundation, encompassing AWS infrastructure and service, use of an open source-based technology stack, a componentized, extensible, service-oriented architecture and proposed approaches to Tasks A through D, especially Task B should recognize and leverage this significant framework to the maximum extent feasible.
- As we noted in the RFP, NASWA may leverage qualifying companies and resources through this procurement for additional technology projects.

**Questions/Responses**

1. Will the UI Integrity Center allow bidders to propose additional labor categories that are not included in the each of the SOW areas?

   Yes. The Center encourages bidders to provide pricing on additional labor categories they anticipate using in support of the Data Hub project.

2. RFP Page 4 Scope of Work Title Part B: states “Implementation Support for a Distributed Development Capability – Firm-Fixed Price/Time & Materials (One Award)”. The statement below states “The selected contractor(s) shall provide guidance …”. This conflicts with there being only “one award” as stated in the section heading. Please confirm if there will be one or multiple awardees.

   The Center anticipates making a single award under SOW Area B, but reserves the right to make multiple awards as needed to procure all the resources necessary to provide implementation support.